
Grinding Segment Stone Granite Marble Concrete Bush Hammer Tools With 30
Head Suppliers

Descriptions:

Grinding Stone Marble Granite Concrete Head
     
Grinding Stone Marble Granite Concrete Head is used for sophisticated welding technology
and selection of high quality aluminum alloy for casting high product quality.

Grinding Stone Marble Granite Concrete Head for use as a scarifying machine with the
advantage that it is aggressive yet soft enough to not “dig” uncontrollably in
the floor surface.

Features:

1. Make safety anti-slip surfaces on natural stones. 

2.  For floor preparation before laying new coatings. 

3. Scarify any kind of surface and create antique surface. 

4. Remove old glue and resin coatings, in particular thick resins.

5. Expose the aggregate in concrete floors to prepare for concrete polishing.

Product Details:

Grinding Stone Marble Granite Concrete Head for stone the roughness of the bush
hammered surface can be adjusted with our bush hammer through adjustment of spring



elasticity on the bush hamme





Specifications:

The normal size of 30 Pins Segments Litchi Surface Grinding Rollers: 

Grains No. Inner Hole Type  Material

 30S 10MM Block Alloy And Steel

Specially designed tools are available for any standard apllication. We can customize tools as
per your exact needs.

Advantage:



1.Uniform,real and natural processing surface.
  
2.For grinite  has high grinding efficiency and long lifespan.

3.Much lower production costs compared with traditional processing method.

Application:

30 Pins Segments Litchi Surface Grinding Rollers to process bush hammered litchi
surface on concrete granite,marble and other stone surface.

Applications Machine:

30 Pins Segments Litchi Surface Grinding Rollers can be adjusted with our bush
hammer through adjustment of spring elasticity on the bush hammer, or through the
pressure of the manual grinding machine.

Related Products:



PCD Grinding Shoes PCD Grinding Shoes PCD Grinding Shoes PCD Grinding Shoes

D125x3Tx30SxM16bush hammered 5 Inch 125mm Bush Hammered Wheel Plate

About Us:

Packing ＆ Delivery:

PS:

1.Tools packing in carton cases 

2.By Air/Sea for batch goods, Airport/Port receiving

3.Less than 45kg, generally delivery by express(Door to Door）

https://www.diamondtools.top/products/D125x3Tx30SxM16bush-hammered-finish-concrete-bush-hammer-roller-bushing-hammer.html
https://www.diamondtools.top/products/5-Inch-125mm-Bush-Hammered-Wheel-Plate-For-Hand-Grinder.html
https://www.diamondtools.top/products/D125x3Tx30SxM16bush-hammered-finish-concrete-bush-hammer-roller-bushing-hammer.html
https://www.diamondtools.top/products/5-Inch-125mm-Bush-Hammered-Wheel-Plate-For-Hand-Grinder.html


4.When tools are in large quantities, they are packing in wooden cases

Our Service:

1.Low MOQ: It can meet your trial order need well.

2.OEM Accepted: We can produce according to your sample or drawings.

3.Good Service: We treat our clients as God with high professionalism and passion.

4.Good Quality: We have strict quality control system. Good reputation in the market.

5.Fast Delivery: We have big discount from forwarder.

FAQ:

1.How could we know the quality, if we want to order your products?
Please just test them with a very small order, then you will know the quality. At present,so 
many people in the world to use Chinese products, because of the high quality and most 
competitive prices. We are professional manufacturer in supplying diamond tools for more 
than 8 years. Anyway, confirming our products quality, a small trial order for testing will 
be necessary.

2.Can you offer free samples?
We don’t offer free samples, according to our many years experience, we think people get 
the samples by paying, they will cherish and appreciate more what they get. But we are 
willing to give our potential customers a special discount which they are used to do a testing. 



It is very important to give us feedback, we appreciate it.

3.Does your company accept custom-made?
Surely, we accept it. Including different color, grit etc. We also can mark your own logo 
and brand on the pad. Any new products you want us to produce for you, just send us your 
drawing or sample, we will produce the same one. We will not sell this kind of products to oth
er 
customers only if we get your permission.

Kindly Notice:

1.Please provide the material before purchase.

2.Before purchase, please provide the model of the machine.

3.Other specifications can be customized according to requirements.

Contact Us:

 No.605 Huahui Center, Shuitou Town 362342 Quanzhou, Fujian, China

TEL: (+86)595-86990206 /  Fax: (+86)595-86990220

Mobile/WhatsApp/Wechat: (+ 86) 18650679939 

E-mail: boreway@boreway.com

Lyon Chang


